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Finding and using legal resources effectively is an essential skill for lawyers. This comprehensive

but succinct guide covers major Internet resources as well as online databases and library

materials, with almost a hundred illustrations of print and online sources. Several hundred websites

are discussed and placed in context for effective and productive use in research. Discussion

includes coverage of legislative history, administrative law, specialized and interdisciplinary

resources, and research in international and comparative law. Appendices list state research guides

and treatises and services by subject.
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some good insights, but repetitive and geared more toward a law school student than toward a

practicing litigation paralegal. also, quite pricey compared to earlier editions that are still available

online. not sure if the updated information is worth the updated price tag.

As a law student, this is one book to hold on after the research/writing class. I will be using this book

for a long time in other classes.

I am using this for my advanced legal research summer course. It is extremely clear and helpful.

Thanks for such a great book!

Good book. I bought it for a paralegal class. I would recommend it for anyone getting into the legal



field.

Great book, easy to search the text on kindle search.
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